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         Arcoframe is your trade partner for UPVC Profile bending.
    

    
          orders@arcoframe.co.uk    01744 615 111
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                    Making Beautiful Curves

                    Arcoframe stock all the popular UPVC profile systems. Tell us what you need and we'll bend it to suit.

                    		

Get your FREE quote now >
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                    We Stock Masses of Profile

                    All Major Profiles in Stock

                    
                        View Profiles >
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                    Arched Frames

                    Our arched door frames can come fully assembled with composite door to simplify your fitting. The high security easy fit makes this our most popular product.

                    Read More >
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                    Angled Frames

                    As one of the UK’s largest suppliers of UPVC Angled Frames, our team have the experience to deliver your frames to fit right first time.

                    Read More >
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                    Round Frames

                    Working to the latest industry standards and techniques, ArcOframe manufacture fixed, opening and full pivot rounded UPVC windows.

                    Read More >
                

            

        

    




	Arched Windows Specialists

    
        
			            More about ArcOframe

                            With 15 years experience in the profile bending industry, ArcOframe has earned a reputation for delivering your promises.

ArcOframe currently employs a highly skilled team of 35 craftsmen and women. Operating from our 20,000sq ft production facility in St Helens, which means we are well placed to deliver to the north and the south. We now deliver specialist shaped window and door frames to installers all over the UK.

As a forward looking business, ArcOframe take our environmental responsibilities seriously, with a number of recycling initiatives in place to ensure all waste materials are dealt with responsibly and ecologically.

Every product we make is unique to the space it has been designed to fit in. Our quality controls ensure we deliver the right product, at the right time, to the right location, every time.

 

    
        
            

    
    




	
            
        

        

        What are our window frames made of?

    

    Here at ArcOframe, all our arched, round, gable and gothic window frames are made from the highest quality UPVC (unplasticized polyvinyl chloride) and can be tailored to suit your requirements.

UPVC offers exceptional durability, meaning your frames will remain strong and sturdy for many years to come. Unlike metal or wood, they won’t rust, swell or warp either – retaining their unique shape.

UPVC window frames require minimal maintenance. That means, to freshen them up, all it takes is a quick wipe down with a cloth and good quality surface cleaner.

For more information about our UPVC window frames, don’t hesitate to get in touch. You can either call us on 01744 615 111 or email info@arcoframe.co.uk.


    
        

        

        What is profile bending?

    

    Exactly as it says on the tin, profile bending is where our team of experts use specialist machines to heat and bend UPVC profiles.

The profiles that need bending are filled and encased in nylon formers that help to keep the shape of the profile while the bending is in process. Once heated, these nylon formers become pliable like the UPVC profile.

Our profile bending specialists use clamps and the appropriate jig to create the perfect curved section for window and door frames. After allowing the profile to cool, the clamps and formers are removed, leaving us with a profile section that’s bent to the required shape.


    
        

        

        Are arched windows expensive?

    

    An arched window will usually cost more than a standard square or rectangular window – due to the special forming techniques required.

However, thanks to their distinct look and timeless appeal, they create a dramatic effect at traditional and contemporary homes alike.

Aside from helping your property to stand out, arched window frames could potentially increase the value of your home, which is ideal should you ever put your house on the market and sell up.

The great thing about purchasing arched windows from ArcOframe is that you can trust they will be of exceptional quality. After all, we use our state-of-the-art profile bending machines to create the perfect arch for your exact measurements.

On top of this, we’ll make sure that your arched windows fit like a glove and won’t skimp on safety or efficiency.

For a better idea of how much you can expect to pay for arched windows, contact our team today.


    
        

        

        Could you benefit from composite doors?

    

    If you need a new front door, our composite doors could be perfect for you.

Unlike wooden doors that are prone to rotting and unable to withstand harsh weather conditions, composite doors last for many years and require minimal maintenance. That means you needn’t worry about having to re-paint or pay for repairs.

Another advantage of composite front doors is that they are one of the most secure and safest types. Made from reinforced materials, they provide unrivalled strength – making it virtually impossible for intruders to get into your property.

Aside from being durable and secure, composite doors come in an assortment of colours and styles, allowing you to customise your door and ensure it’s in keeping with the rest of your home.

If you have any questions about our composite doors or you’d like to discuss your requirements in further detail with our experts, you’re welcome to contact us. Simply fill out our online enquiry form and we’ll be in touch.
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            We Stock Masses of Profile to Save You Time & Money
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            Our Expert Team

            Our team of experts have a combined 15 years of experience in build custom door and window frames for various specialised building needs.
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              Request For Call Back

              The ArcOframe team are more than happy to answer any questions and queries you may have
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Vertical Sliders
Round Frames
Composite Doors
Arched Frames
Angled Frames and Gabled Ends


                    

                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                    

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            Latest News

            Keep upto date with everything ArcOframe, from charity events to new projects
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					Is A Composite Door Right For My Home?
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Composite doors are soaring in popularity these days – but what are they? And should you upgrade your front or...
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					Why have uPVC windows fitted at your home
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Looking for replacement windows? Whether it be to improve your home’s look, increase its value, or save money on your...
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					A Simple Guide To Alternative Windows For Your Home
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Although you might not think it, window frames are a key part of your home’s character and choosing the wrong...
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					6 Reasons To Upgrade To A Composite Door
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Renovating your home? Looking to ramp up security after an attempted break-in? Or maybe you want to improve your home’s...
                            
								 Read More	
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					How To Use Round Windows And Frames
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Round windows break the monotony of straight lines that define almost every home. Whilst they are mostly used on hobbit...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Where to Buy Arched Doors
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Whether you want to add a new, unique touch to your property’s facade during renovation or your old front door...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Matching the style of arched doors with new or old window frames
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Has your front door been exposed to the elements for too long? Or is it time you made some renovations...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Why choose arched doors in 2021?
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								First impressions count, at least that’s what they say – and your front door is no different. It’s one of...
                            
								 Read More	
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					What are the benefits of gable end windows?
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Building a new extension and wondering how you can let plenty of light in? Or converting the attic into a...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Different types of arched windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Doodle a picture of your house and what does it look like? We’ll hazard a guess that it’s a square...
                            
								 Read More	
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					What are the different types of arched doors?
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Ready to transform the look of your home? What better way to do so than to invest in an arched...
                            
								 Read More	
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					The benefits of vertical sliding windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Are you looking to add a dash of character to your modern home? Perhaps you want windows that are in...
                            
								 Read More	
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					How to dress arched windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Want to break out of the box? Arched windows are an excellent choice if you’re looking to shake up the...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Where can porthole windows be installed in the home?
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Porthole windows are commonplace on ships and barges – but that’s not to say they can’t be enjoyed on dry...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Arched window ideas for your home
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								So you’re looking to add architectural flair to your home? Make ArcOframe your first port of call. We create a...
                            
								 Read More	
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					5 reasons to choose ArcOframe for round windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								If you’re looking to give your St Helens home a new lease of life, make ArcOframe your first port of...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Do something different with round windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Updating your window frames is always a great idea, but why not add something different to your home? Curved, porthole,...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Which window frames are best?
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Choosing frames for circular windows can be difficult – especially when there are so many options to choose from. But...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Benefits of Round Windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Are you looking to add an impressive touch to your building? Round windows - or circular windows - can do...
                            
								 Read More	
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					How to impress with round windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								So you want to enhance the appearance of your property? What better way to do so than by installing round...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Bespoke Design
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Here at ArcOframe, we offer a huge range of Arched UPVC Window frames, that can be bespokely manufactured to suit...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Arcoframe Windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								When installing circular or rounded windows it is important to remember that there are specific brands out there which can...
                            
								 Read More	
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					Remarkable Round Windows to Create a Unique Home
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Have you ever considered installing beautiful UPVC round windows in your home? This stunning style of window is guaranteed to...
                            
								 Read More	
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					How To Cover a Circular Window?
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								We know how popular Round Windows are because we built our business around the fact that not all windows are created square....
                            
								 Read More	
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					How To Install Round Windows
        			    
					                    
					              			
						                			
							                                
								Installing a round window to your home or property can provide an aesthetically pleasing option to the regular square or...
                            
								 Read More	
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                         We have worked with Arcoframe from the start. We have a good working relationship and will continue to do business with them for many years to come.

                         Brian Johnson
 Managing Director - Warwick Developments
 

                    

                

                
                    
                         A great team of lads - providing an excellent service and quality frames.

                         Tony Ball
 Sales Director - Shepley
 

                    

                

                
                    
                         I have dealt with Charlie for many years. Arcoframe provide a fantastic service and great products.

                         Gary Torr
 Managing Director - Dekko
 

                    

                

            

        

    

 


	
        
            Quick Contact

            01744 615 111
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            For a friendly professional UPVC window profile bending service contact the team at ArcOframe.
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                Amanda Edwards                09:00 10 Jul 23

                
                    
                    Excellent lads professional and fantastic job wouldn't go anywhere else
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                Joseph Thompson                20:59 20 Jan 23

                
                    
                    I called in for a small piece of cill and got brilliant service. I will go there in the future for windows and doors.  5 Star help full staff 👍
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                paula atkin-glover                17:38 04 Jul 20

                
                    
                    Excellent service, high quality windows , Chris  Chorley  went out of his way from start to finish to complete our order, thank you. I would highly recommend Arcoframe for anyone looking for the best price, quality and service.
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                Caroline Jones                23:11 30 Nov 18

                
                    
                    Stunning door. Fitted beautifully. Great team. . Highly recommended! Cheers
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                    Really good service excellent job fitting my French doors and window thanks I’m very happy with them .👍
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                    Excellent service
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